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INTRODUCTION 
The study of the permutation property for semigroups, denoted by P 
(see definition below) has been initiated by Restivo and Reutenauer [IS] 
and, together with that of the weak permutation property P*, it has been 
continued by many authors. In particular, for groups, the two properties 
are equivalent and characterize the finite-by-abelian-by-finite groups [ 1, 31. 
These properties are inherited by subsemigroups and by homomorphic 
images. They are also preserved by several constructions on semigroups 
[7,8]. However, it has not been proved that they are preserved by the 
direct product in spite of the fact that this turns out to be true in particular 
instances. This has led us to consider a natural reinforcement of these 
properties, the intracommutativity, denoted by Q (and its weak analogue 
Q*) which is such that the direct product of a semigroup having P 
(resp. Q) by a semigroup having Q has P (resp. Q), and the same for the 
weak properties. So the semigroups having Q, or Q*, constitute a (pseudo) 
variety. 
In the first part we give definitions and review the properties of Q 
(resp. Q*) analogous to those of P (resp. P*). 
In the second part we concentrate on the case of groups, and in 
particular we show that the groups having Q are the abelian-by-finite ones, 
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or equivalently [12] those whose group ring over a field of characteristic 
0 is a PI-ring. 
The definitions of P and Q involve finite sequences of elements of the 
semigroup. An extension to infinite sequences has been made for P and P* 
in [2,4, lo]. Starting with the same idea, we introduce in the fourth part 
several variants of Q and Q* for infinite sequences after having, in the third 
part, considered some variants involving only finite sequences. For all of 
them, we give a characterization in the case of groups, and also in the case 
of finite semigroups. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Factorizations 
Let S be a set. We shall have to consider n-tuples (xi)is t,, ,,, of elements 
of S. We shall indifferently say sequences and write (x, , x2, . . . . x,) or 
X,) x2, .*., x,. 
In the following definitions S will be a semigroup and, as customary, S’ 
will denote S with identity adjoined if necessary. 
DEFINITION 1. An n-factorization is an (n + 2)-tuple (u, x,, . . . . x,, u) 
with u, UES’ and X,ES (l<i<n). 
DEFINITION 2. The k-factorization (u’, y,, . . . . y,, o’) is called a 
k-factorization of the n-factorization (u, xi, . . . . x,, u) if there exist k + 1 
integers i, < i, < . . . < ik in [0, n] such that 
u’ = 24x1 . . . xi, 
Yj+l=xij+I”‘xi,+t (O<j<k-1) 
u’=x. 
y+ 1 ..-x,u 
with the convention that U’ = u if i, = 0 and u’ = u if i, = n. 
It is clear that a q-factorization of a k-factorization of some 
n-factorization is also a q-factorization of this n-factorization. 
At last, for simplicity, we shall make no difference between an n-tuple 
(x ,, . . . . x,) of elements of S and the factorization (1, x,, . . . . x,, 1) where 1 
is the identity of S’. 
1.2. The Theorem of Ramsey 
Following more or less [6], we shall formulate, for our use, the Theorem 
of Ramsey [S] like this 
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THEOREM (Ramsey). There exists a function R* from P’ into P (the set 
of positive integers) such that for an)? semigroup S and any R*(q, k, r)-tuple 
x of elements of S, if the q-factorizations of 1 are partitioned into r classes, 
there exists a k-factorization of x all whose q-factorizations belong to the 
same class. 
Indeed R*(q, k, r) is the Ramsey number R,, ,(k + 1; r) minus 1 because 
the partition of the q-factorizations induces a partition of the (q + l)- 
subsets of [0, R*(q, k, r)]. 
1.3. The Permutation Properties 
In the sequel, Z, will denote the symmetric group on the set X and we 
write as usual C, when X= [l, n]. 
DEFINITION 3. An n-tuple (x, , . . . . x,) of elements of a semigroup is 
permutable if there exists adz,, Q # id, such that 
x13-2 '. . xn = X,(1)X,(2)'. .-X,(n). (1) 
An n-tuple (x,, . . . . x,) of elements of a semigroup is weakly permutable 
if there exist 6, r E C,, (r # T, such that 
x,(l)“‘x,(,)=x,(l)“‘x,(,). (2) 
DEFINITION 4. The semigroup S has the permutation property, denoted 
by P (resp. the weak permutation property, denoted by P*) if for some 
n E P every n-tuple of elements of S is permutable (resp. weakly 
permutable). 
1.4. The Intracommutativity Properties 
DEFINITION 5. An n-tuple of elements of a semigroup is k-intra- 
commutative if there exists a k-factorization of it, U, yr, y,, v, say, such 
that for any c E C, we have 
UYIY,... Ykv = UYb(l)yo(2)"'Ya(k)v. (3) 
An n-tuple (xi, . . . . x,) of elements of a semigroup is weakly 
k-intracommutative if there exists t E Z,, such that (x,(r), . . . . x,(,)) is 
k-intracommutative. 
DEFINITION 6. A semigroup S is intracommutative (resp. weakly ’ 
intracommutative) or has the property Q (resp. Q*) if for any k.~ P there 
exists n such that every n-tuple of elements of S is k-intracommutative 
(resp. weakly k-intracommutative). 
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Of course Q (resp. Q*) implies P (resp. P*). The following theorem is 
straightforward from the definitions. 
THEOREM 1. The dir&t product of two semigroups having Q (resp. Q*) 
also has Q (resp. Q*). 
The direct product of a semigroup having P (resp. P*) by a semigroup 
having Q (resp. Q*) has P (resp. P* ). 
Now we shall review several properties that Q (resp. Q*) shares with P 
(resp. P*). We shall not insist on the proofs when they are similar to those 
given in [7,8]. First finite semigroups have Q. This results from the well- 
known property that for any k E P a sufficiently long sequence of elements 
of S has a k-factorization (u, e, e, . . . . e, v) where e is an idempotent of S. 
More generally this same property implies 
THEOREM 2. Let a be a morphism from the semigroup S onto the finite 
semigroup D. Iffor any idempotent e of D, a-‘(e) has Q (resp. Q*), then S 
has Q (resp. Q*). 
By a straightforward application of the Theorem of Ramsey above, we 
also have 
THEOREM 3. If the semigroup S is the finite set union of its sub- 
semigroups S1, Sz, . . . . Sk and ifall the S,‘s have Q (resp. Q*), then S has Q 
(resp. Q * ). 
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Proposition 3 in [8]. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a semigroup and let I be an ideal of S. If I and the 
Rees quotient S/I have Q (resp. Q*), then S has Q (resp. Q*). 
As for the analogue of Proposition 4 in [8], we have only the following 
conjecture that we have proved in particular cases. 
Conjecture 1. Let m be a positive integer and let a be a morphism from 
the semigroup S into the semigroup D such that for any de D, 
Card a-‘(d) < m. Then if D has Q*, S also has Q*. 
This conjecture could be easily proved with the help of Conjecture 2, 
hereafter, which is purely combinatorial and in the favor of which there is 
some evidence. 
Consider an arrangement of [ 1, n], that is, a sequence c(l), a(2), . . . . a(n) 
for some ~JEC,. Let U, y,, y,, . . . . y,, v be a k-factorization of it. We shall 
call the set of the k! arrangements of [l, n] corresponding to the 
k-factorizations (u, y,(,), yr(21r . .. . y+), u), toZk, a k-pack (in this 
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definition the semigroup to have in mind is the free semigroup generated 
by CLnl). 
Conjecture 2. Given k, m E P there exists n E P such that if all the 
arrangements of [ 1, n] are partitioned into m classes, then there is a 
k-pack which is contained in one of the classes. 
Continuing the analogy with P and P* we have 
THEOREM 5. Let M = M(S; I, J; P) be the Rees matrix semigroup over 
the semigroup S, with sandwich matri-x P = (pji)j, J. is (. Then 
(a) if S has Q* and if the set of the pji’s is finite, then M has Q*; 
(b) if I and J are finite and if S has Q, then M has Q. 
The proof of part (b) is similar to that for part (b) of Proposition 5 in 
[S]. For part (a), we want the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. For any d, q E P there exisfs n E P such that if the sets U and 
V satisfy Card U 3 n and Card V 3 n and if GI is a map from U x V into a 
set D of finite power d, then there exist BE U and FG V with Card E = 
Card F = q such that the restriction of c1 to E x F is constant. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let us take n = (q - 1) ddcq- ‘)+I + 1. Choose a 
((q - 1) d + l)-subset U’ of U. For any v E V let 6, be the map of U’ into 
D induced by the restriction of TV to U’ x {v}. The number of such maps 6, 
is at most dcq- lJd+‘, so by the Pigeon-hole principle, there exists a 
q-subset F of V such that the 6,,‘s are the same for all v E F. In the same way 
there exists a q-subset E of U’ such that, for any D E F, 6, is constant on 
E. Hence the restriction of c1 to E x F is constant. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5 Part (a). Recall that M(S; I, J; P) can be defined as 
Sx I x J endowed with the law 
(3, k j)(t, 4 0) = tsPjut, i, 0). 
Given any k E P, as S has Q* there exists m E P such that each m-tuple 
of elements of S is weakly k-intracommutative. Let q= 2(m + 3) and 
consider an n-tuple ((s,, i,, j,)),, l,,n) with n = (q- 1) d(q-‘)“+I + 1 
where d = Card { pji; j E J, i E Z}. Then, by Lemma 1, there exist t E S and E, 
FG [l,n] with Card E=Card F=q such that 
VXEE, V~EF, Pjyix = t’ 
Let E’= {x,, . . . . x,+,} be an (m + 3)-subset of E and let 
F’ = {y,, . . . . y,, 3} be an (m + 3)-subset of F such that E’ n F’ = 0. 
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Write, for u~[l,m+3] 
We have for all U, VE [I, m+3] 
It follows that the subsemigroup A of M generated by {(rU, A,,, pU); 
u E [ 1, m + 33 } is isomorphic to some subsemigroup of the direct product 
(S, *, t) x B where B is the rectangular band generated by the (A,, p”)‘s 
with the law (A,, ,~,)(n,, CL,)= (A,, p(,) and where (S, *, t) is the set S 
endowed with the law s * s’ = SCS’. Clearly any (m + 1 )-tuple of elements of 
(S, *, t) is weakly k-intracommutative. So the (m + 3)-tuple of elements of 
4 ((ru, 4, PL,)),,~~ m+3]7 is weakly k-intracommutative. 
As it can be obtained from the n-tuple ((s,, i,, yX)),, C,,n, by suitable 
reordering and factorization, this one is also weakly k-intracommutative 
and the proof is complete. 1 
At last, for the bicyclic semigroup, which has P* but not P [7], we have 
the stronger result 
THEOREM 6. The bicyclic semigroup has Q*. 
Proof. Any element x of the bicyclic semigroup B = (a, 6; ba = 1) can 
be written a’bj, with i, Jo N (the set of non-negative integers). Denote by 
1x1, the degree i of x in a and by lxlb the degree j of x in b and call w(x) = 
Ixlb- 1x1, the weight of x. 
For REP let x,, x2, . . . . xZk+r be any sequence of 2k + 1 elements of B. 
We can suppose that k + 1 among them have non-negative weights (if not 
the argument is similar with non-positive instead). Call them y,, y,, . . . . yk 
with y, of maximal degree in b. Then, as I yOJb 2 I yi la for iE [ 1, k], we have 
for any cr EC, 
YOYo(1) . . . yotk) = a”b”, 
where 
u= IYola and u=IYoI,+ ;: W(Y,). 
i= I 
Thus y,, . . . . y, is k-intracommutative. Hence x,, . . . . xZk+ I is weakly 
k-intracommutative. 1 
481:153/2-II 
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2. THE CASE OF GROUPS 
For a group, Definition 5 amounts to saying that an n-tuple of 
elements is k-intracommutative if and only if it admits a k-factorization 
(u, y,, . . . . yk, u) such that the yls permute with each other. 
We begin by giving an example of a group which has P but not Q. Given 
an integer t > 1 and denoting by [x, y] the commutator ?c~‘~-‘,u)I, let 
r=({a,; HEN}; [a,~,+,~~~a,,aj+,a,+,~~~a,]=cfor i<j<k, c’=l), 
where c stands for the common value of the specified commutators. We 
haveforO<i<i+l<j 
aiai+ 1 ~~~aj=ajai~~~a,-,c=aiajai+,~~~aj~,c. 
Hence [ai, aj] = 1 if Ii- jl # 1. Hence [c, ai] = 1 for iEN. 
Thus G’ = (c). So G has P, as finite-by-abelian. 
But G does not have Q because if the sequence (aJiG Co,nl were 
2-intracommutative, this would imply c = 1. In order to see that c # 1, 
consider the set Y of the infinite sequences (x, a,,, LY,, . . . . CI,, . ..) where x is an 
integer modulo t and tli E Z for i E N. Define bijections Ai: Y + Y, for i E N, 
by 
(x9 a 0, . ..) ffi, . . . )A,=(~+cr~+,(mod t), tlO, . . . . ai+ 1, . ..). 
It is easy to see, now, that the group generated by the Als satisfies the laws 
of r (with Ai instead of ai) and that the commutator [A,, Ai+ ,] is not the 
identity. 
The situation for Q* is simpler. 
THEXIREM 7. A group has Q* if and only if it is finite-by-abelian-by- 
finite. 
Proof: If a group has Q*, it has P* and so, by [ 11, it is finite-by- 
abelian-by-finite. 
For the if part, suppose first that the group G is finite-by-abelian and let 
x be an n-tuple of elements of G with n = R*(2,2k, Card G’) where k E P. 
Associate to each 2-factorization (u, x,, x2, u) of x the commutator 
[xi, x2]. Then, by the Theorem of Ramsey there exist c E G’ and a 
2k-factorization u’, y,, yZ, . . . . y,,,v’of~such thatfor l<i<j<h<2kwe 
have Cyiyi+L...yj,yj+lyj+2...~hl=~. 
This situation recalls the definition of I- above, and in the same way we 
have [y,, yj] = 1 if Ji- j] # 1. In particular y,, y,, . . . . y,, permute with 
each other and hence x is weakly k-intracommutative. 
Now, if G is finite-by-abelian-by-finite, it contains a normal subgroup of 
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finite index H which is finite-by-abelian and so has Q*. Thus G has Q* by 
Theorem 2 (or more directly because any long enough sequence of elements 
of G can be factorized as U, zl, z2, . . . . z,, u with zl, z2, . . . E H). 1 
In order to characterize the groups having Q we want the lemma 
LEMMA 2. Zf the group K is not abelian-by-finite and if its derived sub- 
group is finite and lies in its center, then there exists for all n E P a sequence 
a,, . . . . a,, of elements of K such that [ai, aj] # 1 tfli-jl = 1 and [ai, aj] = 1 
if Ii-j1 # 1. 
Proof By induction, suppose that a,, . . . . a, is such a sequence of length 
n. The centralizer of {a,, . . . . a,,} in K has finite index in K as K’ is finite. 
So there exist in it two elements, x and y, such that [x, y] # 1. Let 
b,=a,x and a,,, = y. The sequence of length n + 1 
al, . . . . a,-,, L a,+I 
has the required properties because [b,, ai] = [a,,, at] for icn and 
Ca n+l, ai] = 1 for icn and [a,,,, b,] # 1. 1 
THEOREM 8. For a group G the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) G is abelian-by-finite; 
(ii) G has Q; 
(iii) there exists n such that any n-tuple of elements of G is 
2-intracommutative. 
Proof As any abelian group has Q, (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 2 (or 
more directly, as already remarked). Trivially (ii) implies (iii). It remains to 
see that (iii) implies (i). 
Suppose that G satisfies (iii) but is not abelian-by-finite. As G has P it 
contains a subgroup of finite index H such that H’ is finite [3]. Let K be 
the centralizer of H’ in H. Then K has finite index in H, and hence in G. 
So K is not abelian-by-finite and satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. So 
there exists, for all n, a sequence a,, . . . . a,, of elements of K such that for 
any l<i<j<k<n we have 
[a,.-.a,, aj+, -..ak] = [aj, aj+l] # 1. 
So K does not satisfy (iii), and this is a contradiction. 1 
Remark. Theorem 8 gives a combinatorial characterization of the 
groups whose group rings K[G], with K a field of characteristic 0, are rings 
with polynomial identity, as these groups are the abelian-by-finite ones 
[12]. The same is not true for semigroups. Indeed it is possible to show 
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that the semigroup which has P and whose group rings are not PI-rings, 
presented in [ 111, has Q. 
At last we have for the direct product 
THEOREM 9. The direct product of a semigroup having P (resp. P* ) bJ> a 
group having P has P (resp. P*). 
Proof: For P* this follows immediately from Theorem 1 part 2 and the 
equivalence between P and Q* for groups (Theorem 7). 
For P, let S x G be the direct product of a semigroup S and a group G, 
both having P. As already said, G contains a subgroup K of finite index 
such that K’ is finite and lies in the center of K. It s&ices to show that 
S x K has P because, given p E P, any long enough sequence of elements of 
S x G can be factorized as u, zr, z2, . . . . zp, v where the zi’s belong to S x K. 
As S has P, there exists n such that we can associate to any n-tuple 
x= (z Ir z2, . . . . zn) where zi= (xi, yi), xi ES, J’~E K, a permutation e E C, 
such that Eq. (1) of Definition 3 holds. Denote by y(x) the element 
(VI ...Yn)-‘?l~(l)...C.o,n) of K’. 
Now. let m = n( 1 + (Card K’- 1) Card K’), and let (z,, . . . . zm) be an 
arbitrary m-tuple of elements of S x K. By the Pigeon-hole principle there 
exist at least Card K’ disjoint subintervals A, = [i, + 1, i, + n] of [ 1, m] 
such that the corresponding n-tuples xU = (zi)IEAU satisfy y(xU) = c for the 
same CE K’. If ~,EC,” is the permutation associated to x,, let cr be the 
composition of the 6,‘s considered as elements of Z,. Then zr . . . z, = 
‘cJ(l)“‘z,(m) because the permutation 0 corresponds, for the composant in 
K, to a multiplication by cCardK’, which is 1. So the m-tuple (z,, . . . . z,) is 
pet-mutable. 1 
3. VARIANTS OF THE INTRACOMMLJTATIVITY WITH FINITE SEQUENCES 
We introduce the following variants of Definitions 1, 2, 5, 6. 
DEFINITION 7. Given a semigroup S, an n-l-factorization (resp. n-R- 
factorization) is an (n+ l)-tuple (x,, . . . . x,, v) (resp. (u, x1, . . . . x,,)) with 
xi E S (1 < i < n) and v E S ’ (resp. u E S ‘). An n-B-factorization is an n-tuple 
(x i, . . . . x,) of elements of S. 
For our purpose and in order to avoid repetitions we shall assimilate the 
n-L-, n-R-, n-&factorizations of Definition 7 to the n-factorizations 
(1, Xl, . . . . x,, v), 
respectively. 
(u, Xl, . . . . x,, 1 ), (1, XI, *-*, x,, 11, 
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DEFINITION 8. The k-L-factorization (1, y,, . . . . yk, u’) is called a 
k-L-factorization of the n-L-factorization (1, xi, . . . . x,, u) if it satisfies 
Definition 2 with i,, = 0. 
The definition for R is dual, with ik = n and that for B is similar with 
i, = 0 and i, = n. 
DEFINITION 9. An n-tuple of elements of a semigroup is k-l-intracom- 
mutative if there exists a k-L-factorization of it which satisfies Definition 5. 
An n-tuple (x,, . . . . x,) is weakly k-L.-intracommutative if there exists 
t E Z, such that (x,(r), . . . . x7(,)) is k-L-intracommutative. 
The definitions for R and B are similar. 
DEFINITION 10. A semigroup S is L-intracommutative (resp. weakly 
L-intracommutative) or has the property QL (resp. Q*L) if for any REP 
there exists n such that every n-tuple of elements of S is k-l-intracom- 
mutative (resp. weakly k-L-intracommutative). 
The properties QR, Q*R, QB, Q*B are defined in the same way. 
It is straightforward to see that each of these properties is preserved by 
finite direct product and that 
THEOREM 10. A finite semigroup has Q*B (hence Q*L and Q*R). 
We have also 
THEOREM 11. Let S be a finite semigroup and E be the set of its idem- 
po ten ts. Then 
(a) Shas QLifandonlyifse=eseforanys~Sande~E; 
(b) S has QB if and only if ESE is contained in the center of S; 
(c) S has QL and QR if and only if E is contained in the center of S. 
Proof. Part (c) is plainly a consequence of (a) and of its dual for QR. 
Now, given k E P, as S is finite, if n is large enough, any n-tuple x of 
elements of S has a k-factorization u, e, e, . . . . e, v where e E E. 
If S satisfies se = ese for any e E E, s E S, the k-L-factorization ue, e, 
e, . . . . e, u of x shows that x is k-L-intracommutative. If ESE is contained in 
the center of S, the k-B-factorization (ue, e, . . . . e, eu) shows that x is 
k-B-intracommutative. Hence the if parts of (a) and (b) are proved. 
For the only if part of (a) let SE S and eo E. For n large enough, the 
n-tuple (s, e, e, . . . . e) is 2-L-intracommutative; hence se = ese. For the only 
if part of (b), in the same way, if we consider an n-tuple (se, e, . . . . e, et) 
with e E E and s, t E S, we get set = etse. But, by (c), e belongs to the center 
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of S, because QB implies QR and QL, so set = ets. Hence er lies in the 
center of S. 1 
Passing to groups, we have 
THEOREM 12. A group (and more general!,* a semigroup ,*lith identity) 
has QB if and only ifit is ahelian. 
Proof: It suffices for the only if part to consider an n-tuple 
(x, 1, 1, . . . . 1, ?I) which is 2-B-intracommutative. 1 
THEOREM 13. A group has Q*L (resp. Q*R) $and only ifit is finite-by- 
abelian-by-finite. 
Proof: This is a consequence of Theorem 7 since, trivially, Q*, Q*L, 
and Q*R are equivalent for groups. 1 
THEOREM 14. For a group G the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) G is central-by-finite; 
(ii) G has QL; 
(iii) there exists n such that any n-tuple of elements of G is 
2-L-intracommutative. 
(We omit the statements with R instead of L, for simplicity). 
ProoJ: First, (i) implies (ii) since if G has QL and if kEP any long 
enough sequence of elements of G has a k-L-factorization y, X, , . . . . .Y~ , , LJ 
with the x;s in the center of G, and so is k-L-intracommutative. Trivially, 
(ii) implies (iii). Let us show that (iii) implies (i). If G has QL, it contains, 
by Theorem 8, an abelian subgroup A of finite index. There exists n E P 
such that every sequence of n elements of G is 2-L-intracommutative. So, 
for any geG and a,eA (l,<i<n-1) the sequence g, a,,...,a,-, has a 
2-L-factorization (xi, x2, v) such that x, and xZ permute. This implies 
x2 E Hg where H, is the centralizer of g in A. Hence, for fixed g, any 
sequence b,, . . . . b,, ~ 1 of elements of A/H, = F has a l-factorization (c(, /I, y) 
such that p = 1. But, this implies that F is finite because if n is minimal with 
this property, we can choose b,, . . . . 6, _ z in F such that 6, ‘. . 6, # 1 for any 
p, q E [ 1, n - 21, p < q, and then for any XE F we have for some 
rE[l,n-21 
b,b,+, . ..b.p*x= 1 
so there are only a finite number of possibilities for x. So, [A : H,] is finite. 
Now if g and h are in the same right coset of A in G, Hg = Hh. Hence 
K= ngeo H, has finite index in A, and hence in G. As K lies in the center 
of G, the proof is complete. m 
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THEOREM 15. A group has Q*B if and only if it is finite-by-abelian. 
Proof. Recall [9] that the fixed point free permutation property P f.p.f. 
and its weak version P* f.p.f. are defined as P (resp. P*) with the 
additional condition that 0 in ( 1) (resp. gz -i in (2)) be a fixed-point-free 
permutation. The finite-by-abelian groups are exactly those having P f.p.f. 
(or equivalently P* f.p.f.) as shown in [9, Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.81. 
Hence, as Q*B implies P* f.p.f., the only if part of Theorem 15 is proved. 
For the if part, let G be finite-by-abelian and let x be any sequence of n 
elements of G with n = R*(2,2k, Card3 G’), where k b 2. Associate to each 
2-factorization e, x, y, f of x the triple 
([e-l, x-’ I> c.T 111, CY, f I). 
Then, by the Theorem of Ramsey, there exist b, c, de G’ and a 
2k-factorization U, xi, . . . . xZk, vofXsuchthatforO<p<q<r<2kwehave 
[e-l, XC’] = b, L-x, Yl = c, Cr:fl=d, 
letting 
e=ux, .-.x P’ x = x, + 1 . . . x,, y=xq+l “‘X,, f=X,+I .-'x2kv. 
Now by simple computations we get that u permutes with the xls for 
i b 2, that v permutes with the x,)s for i < 2k, and that c permutes with all 
the x:s. So we deduce that the k elements 
uvx 1 X2k, X2X2k-lr X3X2k-2, ...Y xk-yk+, 
permute with each other. This means that the sequence x is weakly 
k-B-intracommutative. Hence G has Q*B. 1 
4. VARIANTS WITH INFINITE SEQUENCES 
4.1. Factorization 
In the following definitions, S will be a semigroup. We shall have to 
consider right-infinite (resp. left-infinite, resp. two-sided infinite) sequences 
of elements of S, I= (xi)ic D where D = N (resp. -N, resp. Z). If i <j 
(i,j~ D) the (finite) sequence xi, xi+ i, . . . . xi will be called a segment of x. 
It is an initial segment if D = N and i = 0. 
DEFINITION 11.. An w-factorization of the right-infinite sequence x0, 
x 1, ..* of elements of S is a right-infinite sequence U, )10, y, , . . . (U E S ‘, -vi E S) 
such that there exists a sequence (i,)[, N of integers satisfying 
- 1 <i, < i, < . . . <i, < . . . 
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u=x()s, .‘..Y. 1” (u= 1 if i,= -1) 
.1’, = xi, + , . . xi,, , (tEN). 
An o-factorization of the two-sided infinite sequence (.~-~)~~z is a two- 
sided infinite sequence (yi);, z of elements of S such that there exists a 
sequence (ir),ez of integers satisfying i, < i, + , and 
J’( = xi,+ , . . .x- ,,+ I (tEz). 
DEFINITION 12. A k-factorization of a right-infinite (resp. two-sided 
infinite) sequence x is a k-R-factorization c4, J,, . . . . 4~~ (resp. k-&factoriza- 
tion y,, . . . . ~1~) of some initial segment (resp. some segment) of 1. 
Remark. In view of the Left-Right duality, we have omitted, and shall 
generally omit, the definitions and statements for Left. 
4.2. The Theorem of Ramsey 
We shall formulate, for our use, the infinite version of the Theorem of 
Ramsey [S) like this 
THEOREM (Ramsey). Given q and r in P, if all the q-factorizations of a 
right-infinite sequence x of elements of a semigroup S are partitioned into r 
classes, then there exists an w-factorization of x all whose q-factorizations 
belong to the same class. 
4.3. The o-Permutation Properties 
We recall the following definitions and results [4, lo]. 
A semigroup has PwR (resp. PoL, resp. PoB) if every right-infinite 
(resp. left-infinite, resp. two-sided infinite) sequence of its elements has a 
segment which is permutable. 
P*oR, P*wL, P*wB are defined in the same way with weakly 
permutable instead of permutable. 
PoR, PoL, and PUB are strictly non-equivalent properties and are 
strictly weaker than P. The three weak properties are equivalent and will 
be denoted by P*o; they are strictly weaker than P*. 
For groups we have [2] 
THEOREM 16 (Blyth and Rhemtulla). A group has PwR (resp. PoL, resp. 
PUB) if and only if it is finite-by-abelian-by-finite. 
A group has P*o if and o&y iJ‘ it is FC-by-finite. 
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The proof of the first part is given in [2] for PoR (hence for PwL) only 
but it can be easily extended to PoB by very slight changes. Notice that in 
[2] the terminology and notations are different from ours, in particular Q 
there corresponds to P* here. 
4.4, The CO- and S2-lntracommutativities 
Now we introduce variants of Q and Q* involving infinite sequences. 
DEFINITION 13. A semigroup has QoR (resp. QwB) if for any kE P 
every right-infinite (resp. two-sided infinite) sequence of its elements has a 
segment which is k-intracommutative. 
A semigroup has Q*oR (resp. Q*wB) if for any k E P every right-infinite 
(resp. two-sided infinite) sequence of its elements has a segment which is 
weakly k-intracommutative. 
DEFINITION 14. A right-infinite (resp. two-sided infinite) sequence is 
L2-intracommutative if it has an o-factorization u, y,,, y,, . . . (resp. . . . . J’L,, 
J’o, J’l, -1 such that for any i, j in N (resp. in Z), with i < j and for any 
o E x ci,.i, we have 
4’i . . ’ ~j = 4’,ri, ’ ’ ’ 1’~( j). 
DEFINITION 15. An infinite sequence (xi)icD (D=N, resp. D= Z) is 
weakly Q-intracommutative if there exists r EZ~ such that the infinite 
sequence k&o is Dintracommutative. 
DEFINITION 16. A semigroup has Ql2R (resp. Qs2B) if every 
right-infinite (resp. two-sided infinite) sequence of its elements is 
Dintracommutative. 
A semigroup has Q*l2R (resp. Q*GB) if every right-infinite (resp. two- 
sided infinite) sequence of its elements is weakly Gintracommutative. 
In addition to several trivial implications concerning intracommutativity 
and its variants, it is easily seen that Q*wR, Q*oL, and Q*oB are 
equivalent (they will be denoted by Q*o) and that Q*l2R and Q*S?L are 
equivalent and implied by Q*f2B. Also QS2B implies QsZR (and Qf2L). The 
examples given in [lo] for PwR, PwL, and PUB also show that QwR, 
QoL, QwB are different and strictly weaker than Q and that Q*o is strictly 
weaker than Q*. 
If the elements of a semigroup S are partitioned into a finite number of 
classes, then the Theorem of Ramsey shows that any right-infinite sequence 
of elements of S has an o-factorization u, y,, all, . . . where the yi’s all 
belong to the same class. This property allows us to replace, in Theorems 2 
and 3, Q (resp. Q*), by QoR or Qf2R (resp. by Q*o or Q*&?R). 
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Theorem 4 also remains true when we replace Q (resp. Q* ) by QwR 
(resp. Q*w). At last, QoR, QoL, QoB, Q*o, QSZR, Ql2L, and QSZB are 
preserved by the finite direct product of semigroups. 
For finite semigroups we have 
THEOREM 17. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then 
(a) S has Ql2R and Q*l2B; 
(b) S has Ql?B if and only if, for any idempotents e, f E S and any 
element x E S, one has 
exf = exfe = fexf 
ProoJ: (a) Let x be any right-infinite sequence of elements of S. By the 
Theorem of Ramsey, x has an w-factorization u, e, e,... where e is an 
idempotent. So x is Gintracommutative and S has QCU?. Now let /I be any 
two-sided infinite sequence of elements of S. By applying the Theorem 
of Ramsey both for a “right half” and a “left half” of /I we get an 
w-factorization ...e. e, x, f, f,... of /I, where e and f are idempotents. Hence, 
. ..) 4 ef, efxef, ef, ef,... 
is an Gintracommutative two-sided infinite sequence that can be obtained 
from x by a suitable permutation of its elements, followed by a suitable 
o-factorization. Hence x is weakly Gintracommutative and S has Q*l2B. 
(b) If S has QS;IB, for any idempotents e, f and element x of S, the 
two-sided infinite sequence 
. . . . e, e, exf, f, 6. 
is SZ-intracommutative, so exf = exfe = fexJ Reciprocally, as seen before, 
any two-sided infinite sequence x of elements of S has an o-factorization 
. . . . e, e, x, f, f, . . . . and hence an o-factorization . . . . e, e, exf, f, f, . . . where e, 
f are idempotents. Hence if exf = exfe = fexf, x is R-intracommutative and 
S has Ql2B. m 
4.5. The Case of Groups 
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. If the group K is not abelian-by-finite and if its derived 
subgroup is finite and lies in its center, then there exists a two-sided infinite 
sequence (ai)isz of elements of K such that [ai, uj] = 1 if and only if . 
Ii- jl # 1. 
Proof: By induction, suppose that we have constructed a sequence 
s, = x, apn, . . . . a,, . . . . a,, y such that [ai, a,] = 1 if and only if Ii- jl # 1, 
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and [x, ai] = 1 if and only if i # -n, and [ai, y] = 1 if and only if i # n, 
and [x, y] = 1. Then by proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2 on the 
right end and on the left end of s, we get a sequence s,+ , = x’, a-,-, , 
u-n, . . . . a,, . . . . a,-,, a,, an+13 y’ having similar properties. So we get a 
two-sided infinite sequence (~,)~~z having the required properties. 1 
THEOREM 18. For a group G the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) G is ubeliun-by-finite; 
(ii) G has Qs2R; 
(iii) G has QwR; 
(iv) G has QwE; 
(v) any two-sided infinite sequence of elements of G has a 
2-factorization (x, y) such that x and y permute. 
Proof: (i) implies (ii) because if A is an abelian subgroup of finite index 
in G, any right-infinite sequence of elements of G has an o-factorization ZJ, 
x0, Xl, . . . . with X~E A for ig N. Trivially (ii) implies (iii) which implies (iv) 
which implies (v). So it suffices to show that (v) implies (i). The proof is 
the same as for Theorem 8: if G satisfies (v), it is finite-by-abelian-by-finite 
by Theorem 16 because it has PUB. If it is not abelian-by-finite, it contains 
a subgroup K which satisfies Lemma 3. Hence there exists a two-sided 
infinite sequence that contradicts (v). 1 
THEOREM 19. A group has Q*o if and only if it is FC-by-finite. 
Proof. The only if part follows from Theorem 16 because Q*o implies 
P*o. For the if part, suppose that the group G contains a FC-subgroup K 
of finite index. It suffices to prove that K has Q*o. Let x = xi, x2, . . . be a 
right-infinite sequence of elements of K. As K is a FC-group the 
commutators [x,, (x2x3 . .. xi)-‘] have only a finite number of values 
[16]. Hence there is an o-factorization 
Xl, yo, Y1r y,, *** 
of x such that x1 permutes with yi for i> 1. In the same way there is an 
o-factorization 
y,, zo, 21, ... 
of Ylv Y,, ... such that y, permutes with zi for ia 1. Hence xi, y,, z1 
permute with each other, so x has a weakly 3-intracommutative segment. 
Continuing in the same way, we get, for arbitrary k in P, a weakly 
k-intracommutative segment of x. Hence G has Q*o. 1 
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In order to characterize groups having Q*f2R, two lemmas are 
necessary. 
LEMMA 4, If G has Q*!2R and is a FC-group, then G is finite-by-abelian. 
Proof This lemma is a transposition of Proposition 2.2 of [2] with P,*, 
(Pu in our notation) replaced by Q*f2R and its proof mimics that of 
Proposition 2.2. As this one is long we shall not repeat here the parts which 
remain identical. Indeed the proof of Proposition 2.2 makes use of the 
definition of PO in only three places. In each of them the authors construct 
a right-infinite sequence which has no “totally rewritable” (“permutable” in 
our terminology) segment. It will suffice, for our purpose, to show that 
these right-infinite sequences are not weakly Q-intracommutative. 
The first one, x = xi, x2, . . . occurs in the proof of Lemma 2.3 of [a]. So, 
suppose by way of contradiction that x is weakly O-intracommutative, that 
is, there exists (T E C, and an o-factorization fO, fi, fi, . . . of x,(i), x,,~), . . . 
such that for any a, b E P, [f,, fb] = 1. Remark that, for i E N, fi is the 
product in a suitable order of the X,‘S for u E Ui where the finite sets Ui 
(iE N) constitute a partition of P (with UO possibly empty). Hence, by the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 and the construction of x we have for any a, b 
in P 
with [x,,x,]=l if and only if lu-ul#l, [xu,xu+,]~G:, [x,,x~~~]E 
G:-,, and G’=DriePG;. 
Hence all the [x,, x,1’s in (4) must be 1. Hence if u E U,, u + 1 does not 
belong to W, for b E P, b #a. Hence for any a E P, 1 + Sup U, belongs to 
U,. This is impossible as U,-, is finite, a contradiction. 
The second right-infinite sequence, 1’ = z,, z2, . . . occurs in part (i) of the 
proof of Lemma 2.5 of [2]. We prove exactly as above that it is not weakly 
SZ-intracommutative. 
The third one, x” = z,, z2, . . . occurs in part (ii) of the proof of 
Lemma 2.5. As above, if x” is weakly J2-intracommutative there must exist 
a partition of P into finite subsets U,, U,, U,, . . . (with U,, possibly empty) 
such that for any a, bEP, a# b, we have 
2 [ “’ z z,]=l. (5) D DE Ub 
Now, by the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 part (ii) and the construction of 
x”, [z,, z,] = 1 if lu--uI # 1, [z,, z,+,] has order p”, [zU, z,-,] has order 
P U-1 (where p is a prime), and the [z,, z,]‘s permute with each other. 
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Hence all the [z,, z,]‘s in (5) must be 1 and the proof terminates as 
above. 1 
LEMMA 5. For u, v E N let e uu = v - u tf 1 v - UI = 1 and euv = 0 otherwise. 
For U and Vfinite subsets of N let S( U, V) = C,, c,, DE ,, euv. Then given any 
integer t >, 2, there exists no partition of N into finite subsets U,, U,, U,, . . . 
(with U, possibly empty) such that for any i, jtz P, i # j, we have 
S( Ui, Vi) = 0 (mod t). 
Proof By way of contradiction, let 9 = U,,, U,, . . . be a partition having 
the properties stated in the lemma. Clearly, if we replace a finite number of 
the U;s (i > 1) by their union, we get another partition also having these 
properties. So, if U, # @ we can suppose that [O, m + I] - U, is included 
in some Ui, U, for instance, with m = Sup UO. We see easily that if we 
replace U, by U, v U, and U, by 0 we get another partition having the 
properties stated in the lemma. Hence we can suppose U, = 0. Now let U, 
for instance be the subset which contains 0 and let m = Sup 17,. We can 
suppose that [0, m + l] - U, is included in some Ui, U2 for instance. But 
then it is easy to see that S( UI, U,) = 1, a contradiction. l 
THEOREM 20. A group has Q*L?R tf and only if it is abelian-by-finite. 
Proof The if part follows from Theorem 18. For the only if part, let the 
group have Q*CJR. By Theorem 16 it contains a FC-subgroup H of finite 
index. It sufftces to show that H is abelian-by-finite. Suppose this is false. 
Then there exists a two-sided infinite sequence, and hence a right-infinite 
sequence x of elements of H, which contradicts property (v) of Theorem 18. 
Associate to each 2-factorization (u, a, 6) of x the commutator [a, b] and 
apply the Theorem of Ramsey. We get an o-factorization II/ = v, y,, yI, . . . 
of x such that for any 2-factorization (u, a, b) of t+G the commutator [a, b] 
has the same value, c say. As already remarked, [yi, -vi+, ] = c, [yi, y/J = 1 
for Ii- jl # 1, and [c, yj] = 1, for all i, jEN. 
Now, as yo, yl, y2, . . . is weakly Q-intracommutative, there exists cr E C, 
and an o-factorization fo, f,, f2, . . . of JJ~(~), yO(,), . . . such that [fi, J.] = 1 
for i, jEP. 
There exists a partition of N into finite subsets U,, U,, U2, .., (with U, 
possibly empty) such that for any i E N, fi is the product, in suitable order, 
of the yU’s with u E Uj. Hence for i, j E P, [fi, fi] = cscui3 q) where S( Vi, Vi) 
is defined as in Lemma 5. Now, by the choice of x, we have c # 1. If t is the 
order of c, [fi, fj] = 1 implies S( Ui, Uj) = 0 (mod t) for any i, j E P, i # j, 
and by Lemma 5 this is impossible. 1 
THEOREM 21. For a group G the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) G is central-by-finite; 
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(ii) G hcls QSZB; 
(iii) G has Q*l2B. 
Proof: If G is central-by-finite, every two-sided infinite sequence of 
elements of G has an o-factorization (fi)i,z where f, belongs to the center 
of G if i#O. Hence (i) implies (ii). Trivially (ii) implies (iii). Let us show 
that (iii) implies (i). If G has Q*f2B, it is abelian-by-finite by Theorem 20 
because Q*SZB implies Q*S2R. Let A be an abelian subgroup of finite 
index. For any ai E A (ie Z) and g E G, the two-sided infinite sequence 
..‘, a-1, g, a,, ... is weakly Q-intracommutative. Hence there exists a finite 
non-empty subset, {i, j, . . . . Z} of Z such that g permutes with aiu, ... a,. 
Now if H, is the centralizer of g in A, it follows that for any two-sided 
infinite sequence (bi)ipz of elements of F= A/H,, there exists a subset 
(i, j, . . . . I} of Z such that bibj ... b, = 1. But this implies easily that F is 
finite. Then, the proof terminates as for Theorem 14. 1 
Let us now recapitulate, for conclusion, the various permutation and 
intracommutativity properties for groups and the corresponding charac- 
terizations (the dual properties for L are understood): 
FC-by-finite: P*o, Q*u 
Finite-by-abelian-by-finite: P, P*, Q*, Q*R, PwR, PUB 
Finite-by-abelian: P f.p.f., P* f.p.f., Q*B 
Abelian-by-finite: Q, QoB, QuR, QQR, Q*QR, 
group rings are PI-rings in 
characteristic 0 
Central-by-finite: QR QQB, Q*QB 
Abelian : QB. 
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